ENGLISH IS MOST IMPORTANT SUBJECT AT
English is, almost certainly, the most important subject that a child can learn in school. Without knowing proper English,
a child will not be able to communicate.

English may have a complicated past, but it has a bright future. Because i want to get benefit from others
knowledge. Date Added: Author: sangita ghimire there are many importance of English language. English can
open your world I am doing my best for achieving my goal. And also i have a solution that is finding new
friends from canada, usa, australia, and of course england or maybe india by using internet. It is the starting
foundation to each and every one of our lives. As we grow older, we are faced with having to decide which
college to attend or even which school system to send our children to one day Therefore, one who has a good
knowledge of English has access to all the sources of information. English is also very fundamental as it
allows us people from various countries to communicate English perfectly. Without English, we never be able
to understand or to communicate with foreign people. That is a lot of people to meet and speak to. The most
important job would be a teacher. English will be having a lot of friends from various countries Most of the
knowledge related to computer or health by example is in English. If you are having some tips to boost up my
moral. Throughout the centuries, the British Empire expanded and ruled over many different countries,
including most of the ones just mentioned and many more. FluentU helps you learn fast with useful questions
and multiple examples. Throughout the world, when people from different nationalities want to communicate,
they commonly use English language. I liked your points. In this time this language is most important for
everyone. It continues to change Selfie, Hashtagging, Blogging, Smasual, etc. Lal Hello, English is my
favorite subject, but I could get the fluency over it. English is the Language of International Communication
English may not be the most spoken language in the world, but it is the official language of 53 countries and
spoken by around million people across the globe. English is important for us

